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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PRISM Engineering’s Grant P. Johnson, a registered CA Traffic Engineer, was hired by local residents consisting 
of “K.O.R.S” (Keep Our Roads Safe) and “Protect Rural Placer County” to review the traffic study recently 
completed and contained in the Hidden Falls Regional Park Trails Expansion Project Subsequent Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) dated February 2020. 

The purpose of this review was to examine the quality of the traffic study, its assumptions and procedures, and 
to also make a personal Traffic Engineer visit to the local street system and personally verify study findings, and 
investigate the situation independently in the month of April 2020. As a result of that detailed survey which 
included video survey of road conditions, widths, traffic control, signs and striping, and sight distance for curves, 
this report was completed to document all findings of significance.  Many deficiencies were found in the traffic 
study itself, such as:  

• Trip generation rates for Hidden Falls Regional Park prepared not in accordance with industry standards 
and procedures to develop trip generation rates as set forth by ITE. 

• Intersection levels of service (LOS) were calculated improperly using incorrect data factors for “peak 
hour factor” which resulted in a much better than actual result. 

• Safety relating to critical wildfire evacuation traffic flows was not even mentioned in the report, and is 
inadequate as it stands, because an EIR must consider safety as an environmental impact according to 
the most current California CEQA law.  The California Environmental Quality Act, also known as CEQA, 
requires analysis of the potential effects of a project on the environment. CEQA defines “environment” 
to mean “the physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed 
project…” 

o This includes “any potentially significant impacts of locating development in other areas 
susceptible to hazardous conditions (e.g., floodplains, coastlines, wildfire risk areas) as 
identified in authoritative hazard maps, risk assessments or in land use plans, addressing such 
hazards areas.” 

The California Supreme Court also repeatedly noted CEQA’s concern for public health and safety (“the 
Legislature has made clear that public health and safety are of great importance in the statutory scheme (E.g., 
§§ 21000) “emphasizing the need to provide for the public's welfare, health, safety, enjoyment, and living 
environment.”  In summary, this report documents many situations where the proposed project will severely 
impact traffic in an emergency evacuation situation (safety related), and since Placer County has already 
identified this problem/risk/hazard in their document Local Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, March 2016, with 
more relevant portions for the study area in: https://www.placer.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/368/Annex-A-
City-ofAuburn-PDF, where wildfire risk was ranked in Table A4 as the highest risk to Placer County residents 
(and as an extension, to those who would come and visit the regional parks).  

See  https://www.placer.ca.gov/1381/Local-Hazard-Mitigation-Plan for more information.  
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FINDING #1:  TRAFFIC STUDY, OVERALL REVIEW SHOWS INADEQUACIES 
 
The procedures used in the Hidden Falls Regional Park Trails Expansion Project traffic impact study were done 
in accordance with standard traffic engineering practice, with the exception of the trip generation rate 
development.  The study appears to be based on a scope of work that was prepared in accordance with Placer 
County procedures and methodology for traffic studies, and how traffic analyses are typically performed.  Placer 
County has adopted methodologies for determining the significance of traffic impacts within the context of the 
Level of Service (LOS) goals established by the General Plan and local community plans.  These typical methods 
include, determining changes to intersection levels of service, as well as roadway segment levels of service.  The 
problem with guidelines is that they often are generic or uncalibrated to local conditions, and do not take into 
consideration specific details that demand a better or more thorough analysis and review.   
 
That being said, the traffic study’s scope of work is deficient to adequately address the very real transportation 
challenges that exist in an area where wildfire danger and evacuation is ranked by Placer County as the most 
critical and significant hazard that faces property owners (and users of parks) within the study area defined in 
the SEIR.  Bell Road, which serves as a major connector road and as the only north south alternative to SR 49, is 
especially constrained for evacuation capacity.  If SR 49 were to ever be closed again due to wildfire danger like 
it was in 2009, Bell Road would face an even more critical evacuation situation because traffic volumes continue 
to grow on Bell Road due to winery expansions, park expansions, and parking lot construction (such as the 
proposed Twilight Ride Parking Lot just south of Cramer Road).   
 
For these reasons, the traffic study is deficient to address safety and capacity issues based on an inadequate 
scope of work. The following paragraphs summarize how these deficiencies need to be addressed.  Additional 
detailed sections of this report address more specific elements of the traffic study review process. 
 

FINDING #2: TRAFFIC STUDY DEFICIENCIES, SCOPE OF WORK DEFICIENT 

• Traffic Accidents at SR 49 and Lone Star Road Intersection were not addressed in the report, and 
should have been.  The SWITRS database shows that there were four serious injury accidents at this 
intersection between 2013 and 2017, three broadside and one head-on collision.  This is a significant 
amount of serious injury accidents, and based on the high speed nature of these regularly occurring 
accidents, the intersection should have been identified as having a significant safety problem, 
especially in light of how Lone Star Road has low volumes compared to SR 49 mainline volumes 
(1/30th of the total volume of SR 49).  This means that with only a 1000 ADT for Lone Star Road, there 
has still been one serious accident nearly every year for Lone Star vehicles trying to interface with 
SR 49 traffic.  Table 8 in the SEIR traffic study, Collision Analysis, completely misses this fact as there 
is only one accident shown on Lone Star Road, and it is not at this intersection. This is because the 
table and the analysis only looked at road segment accidents which are rarer than intersection 
accidents. 

• Roadway Analyses were based on a generic Daily Volume of traffic, and did not consider peak hour 
flow rates, which have been critical in times past, especially in an emergency evacuation.  The traffic 
study should have looked at peak hour roadway segment flows, and not relied on a generic daily 
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volume which is meaningless in a traffic operations context, but only serves as a planning tool for 
possible road sizing needs. 

• Intersection Analyses for Level of Service (LOS) were not done correctly to take into account Peak 
Hour Factors (PHF) which were known (these are shown in the appendix traffic count data), but they 
were not used. A generic intersection average for the PHF was used.  This results in a better-than-
real-world LOS calculation, and misses impacts from the project and cumulative traffic calculations.  

o At SR 49 and Lonestar for example, the WB approach delay was shown as 214 delay seconds, 
an LOS F condition, but when we recalculated it using the correct PHF for this and all other 
movements at the intersection, the result was 354 seconds of WB approach delay, almost 
twice as long, amounting to an average six minute delay for this approach! 

o The overall delay for all vehicles at this intersection was 5.4 seconds of delay (LOS A) for the 
SEIR traffic study, but with our corrections this was now 12.6 seconds of average delay (LOS 
B).  This is a significant difference in results because of the use of the wrong PHF.  The SEIR 
traffic study should use the correct PHF data that was contained in the appendix of the traffic 
study, for each approach and turn move. 

• The study did not analyze Bell Road at Joeger Road, perhaps the most critical and key intersection 
for residents in the vicinity, an intersection which has a four way stop control.  The traffic study 
scope should have included this intersection because it is a chokepoint intersection in case of fire 
evacuation, and more especially because of the proposed large parking lot at the Twilight Ride 
location which will hold 140 vehicles (40 of them being trucks with horse trailers). 

o This intersection was critical and significantly failed during the August 31, 2009 fire 
evacuations which closed SR 49 north of Bell Road and up to Lone Star Road.  Delays in 
excess of 1.5 hours were typical for drivers using Bell Road southbound from Lone Star Road 
to Joeger, an unacceptable and dangerous condition because of extreme 3 mph stop and go 
delays in a time where fire is spreading and could trap and/or kill drivers stuck in traffic.   

o No changes to the Bell Road and Joeger Road intersection design have been made by 
Placer County since that time to ensure adequate throughput and capacity in case of fire or 
evacuation.  During a fire-related evacuation, this intersection should be considered a 
dangerous chokepoint, introducing in excess of one-hour delays for drivers stuck on Bell 
Road trying to get out to safety. 

o The traffic study should have addressed this situation and made recommendations for 
mitigation of the problem. 

• The SEIR traffic study did not take into account specific vertical sight distance and grade issues. 
The Bell Road suggested improvements for the proposed Twilight Ride parking area just south of 
Cramer Road do not address the vertical sight distance issues and deficiencies, especially for 
southbound Bell Road traffic traveling at speeds that may be too fast to stop in time.  There is a  long 
down-grade and vertical dip in the road that creates a vertical blind spot for southbound Bell Road 
traffic near the location of the proposed Twilight Ride parking lot driveway.  This vertical sight 
distance constraint is further aggravated by the potential for pickup trucks pulling large horse 
trailers traveling in the southbound direction, and which need twice the stopping distance of an 
ordinary car.  The vertical sight distance on Bell Road southbound to the proposed Twilight Ride 
parking lot driveway is approximately 600 feet. 

o The speed limit on Bell Road ranges from 35 mph south of Lone Star Road, to 40 mph south 
of Hubbard Road, but vehicles often go faster, especially because of downhill grades.  The 
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minimum stopping sight distance for 40 mph on a flat road with dry pavement is 325 feet 
for a normal vehicle.  At 55 mph this is 550 feet (as per AASHTO Green Book)1.   

§ Adding a 6% downhill grade into the mix increases this stopping distance by 40% for 
40 mph, and 95% more for 55 mph (see Table 2 AASHTO Green Book).   

• So a car traveling at 55 mph on a grade would need 1000 feet, not 550 feet, 
and a car traveling at 40 mph on a grade would need 460 feet, not 325 feet. 

§ Adding a Truck and Horse Trailer into the equation increases the stopping sight 
distance by an additional 54% as per AASHTO.  Trucks with trailers have much more 
difficulty stopping (see Table 6 from AASHTO Green Book). For example:   

• A truck with trailer going 40 mph on a flat road needs 500 feet rather than 
325 feet for a car, a 54% increase in distance needed.  If there is also a 6% 
downhill grade like there is north of the Twilight Ride proposed parking lot 
driveway, 40% more distance is needed, for a total of 700 feet at 40 mph. 

• A truck with trailer going 55 mph needs 875 feet rather than 550 feet for a 
car (54% increase in distance needed).  If there is also a 6% downhill grade, 
40% more distance is needed, for a total of 1225 feet at 55 mph. 

• CONCLUSION:  A truck with horse trailer would need at least 700 feet to stop on southbound Bell 
Road at a 40 mph speed on the downhill roadway segment of Bell Road just north of the proposed 
Twilight Ride parking lot driveway.  In the event that another vehicle is pulling out of the parking lot, 
and if they block the road temporarily with a trailer, making a wide and long turn, then oncoming 
vehicles will need to actually stop to let that vehicle with a long trailer finally completely enter their 
own lane after crossing the yellow centerline for a time to get completely out of the parking lot.  
During that maneuver, especially if making a right turn, will block the entire road in both directions 
in the process. If the speed is higher, then more stopping sight distance is needed. Since there is 
proposed parking for 40 of these trucks with horse trailers, this could be a significant critical impact 
to existing sight distance issues on Bell Road, on a regular basis, and should have been discussed and 
addressed in the SEIR traffic study. 

• The traffic impact metrics used in the Hidden Falls traffic study were not appropriate to measure 
the true impact of the project, including safety issues, because the metrics used only look at LOS 
on low volume roads, resulting typical LOS A conditions with or without the project expansion, even 
if the park literally doubles the local traffic volumes on some roads.  During an evacuation situation, 
the Twilight Ride parking lot has 140 vehicles that could potentially create a gridlock situation on a 
roadway that has already experienced near gridlock situation during a wildfire evacuation.  This 
impact needs to be properly addressed, and it was not adequately addressed in the SEIR. Only 
mentions of a left turn pocket were given, but the vertical sight distance issues and constraints are 
a real factor in the safety of Bell Road.   

o The real effect of all of the additional traffic, as shown in the TIS are as follows 
§ Curtola Ranch Parking: 119 regular spaces, 5 ADA, and 10 equestrian spaces 

 

1 TABLE 1 AASHTO CRITERIA FOR STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE (J)  
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/81b2/917bee2a0b582674d50dd80ffcad7e0f4985.pdf  
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§ Garden Bar Parking: 45 regular spaces, 5 ADA, and 20 equestrian spaces 
§ Twilight Parking: 96 regular spaces, 4 ADA, and 40 equestrian spaces 
§ Grand Total of vehicles using the parks = 260 regular vehicles, 70 pick-up trucks with 

horse trailers, and 14 more spaces for ADA.  This is an additional 345 vehicles on the 
road in addition to the local residents who live there.  

• Paved Turnouts were suggested as a potential mitigation in the SEIR for Garden Bar Road, but our 
personal drive through of this roadway indicated a very difficult task to create such turnouts at 
any reasonable distances, and the potential for a complete traffic jam grid lock as very real under 
evacuation circumstances.  Most of the roadway varies between 11 feet wide and 14 feet wide, far 
below the minimum 18-foot width.  PRISM Engineering surveyed these roads and Figure 1A shows 
some samples of the video survey where roadway widths would only accommodate one direction 
of traffic.   In the PRISM Engineering horse and trailer turn study, the passing constraint was very 
real even on roads that were approximately 21 to 22 feet road width by comparison.  It is certain 
that Garden Bar Road constraints would be a very real safety and capacity impact to two-way traffic 
in an emergency, and passing turnouts would NOT be sufficient given that they are proposed to be 
more than 100 yards apart (400 feet).   

o On Garden Bar Road in most locations, incoming Fire Response vehicles could not pass 
outcoming residential and Hidden Falls Park vehicles. If many cars are platooning, backing 
up to a “turn out” may not be possible if other cars are in the way.  The result could be 
catastrophic to human life, let alone property structures if gridlock were to occur and a fire 
is approaching. 

o Garden Bar Road widths are primarily in the range from 11 to 14 feet, nowhere near the 
minimum 18-foot widths needed. 

FIGURE 1A. SEVERE ROADY WIDTH CONSTRAINTS. LOS ISSUES. SAFETY IN EVACUATION ISSUES. 

  
Dog Bar Rd. Car off road to pass, a 14-foot-wide section. Dog Bar Rd. 12.5 feet wide: measurements taken. 

 

• An Evacuation Plan for Wildfire Scenarios is Needed, but was not addressed in the SEIR traffic study. 
o The County does not have a specific fire evacuation plan for the area surrounding Hidden Falls 

Park. 
§ The County only provides general warning about ground clearance to structures, how 

to “harden” your home’s roof, etc., but does not have any advice or program on how 
traffic would best be directed or flow in an emergency evacuation. There is the potential 
for drivers to end in a gridlock situation without a plan in place. 
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o The traffic study does not address this very real potential hazard. 
o The SEIR is deficient because it does not address the safety issue for fire evacuation in this area. 

§ There has been a previous and critically significant evacuation problem, a level of 
service and delay problem, especially for Bell Road traffic at the Joeger intersection and 
backing up to Auburn Valley Road, but this problem could be replicated elsewhere 
depending on road closures and redistribution of traffic patterns.    

• It appears that the trip generation rate, made from a single source set of assumptions, needs to be 
further clarified and enhanced with more data. Our review shows that the trip rates and distributions 
are incorrect.   

o A lot of assumptions were made in the traffic study to develop the Hidden Falls Regional Park 
trip generation rate.  It appears that it was done based on how many permits were issued, a 
daily volume hose count, and a turn percentage assumption at the intersection of Mears Drive 
and Mount Vernon Road.  This may or may not be accurate since there is also residential traffic 
that uses this intersection that has nothing to do with the park, but is influenced by traffic 
patterns from the numerous homes that also share Mears Drive, probably with a higher 
outbound percentage of traffic flow on Saturday mornings.  It did not make sense that the 
outbound traffic from the park during the peak hour in the morning was higher than the inbound 
traffic.  Table 9 in the SEIR traffic study shows that on a Saturday, the peak is assumed to be 21 
cars in and 42 cars outbound.  Since this is at 10 am, it does not make sense that most will be 
leaving when the day is beginning.  This needs to be explained or corrected, because it is non-
intuitive and does not make sense with other “park” uses in the national industry standard ITE 
Trip Generation Manual which show the opposite traffic pattern.  The ITE Trip Generation 
Manual shows more trips coming inbound to parks in the morning peak hour, and more trips 
going outbound in the evening peak hour, whether it be at City Parks, County Parks, or State 
Parks.  They all have this same pattern, but in the SEIR traffic study for Hidden Falls the direction 
of traffic during the morning peak hour is reversed from the norm and is not consistent with 
other trip rates for similar uses.   

o The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) publishes trip generation rates based on national 
averages for similar uses within many categories of land uses (the industry standard).  The ITE 
Trip Generation has specific guidelines on how to develop a new or custom trip generation rate, 
which requires first to take many different samples at different locations, and use averages.  This 
was not done in the SEIR even though a trip generation rate was custom made.  As a result, the 
trip generation of the project cannot be acceptable in its current form.  Building a trip generation 
rate based on assumptions such as permits issued, is not the industry standard practice. 
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FINDING #3: TRAFFIC COUNT DATA WAS NOT FULLY UTILIZED IN ANALYSES 

PRISM Engineering conducted a new traffic count at the busiest study intersection of SR 49 and Lone Star Road 
to verify traffic volumes and turning movements.  We also examined the appendix data of the SEIR traffic study 
to see the details of what was collected and what was used. 

The SEIR appendix contained the following traffic count sheet for this intersection which spells out the individual 
PHF for each turning movement.  However, in the calculation sheets, only the generic overall average PHF for 
the whole intersection was used for each of the 12 turning movements. This defeats the purpose of the PHF and 
actually glosses over the peaking characteristics of the smaller volume turning movements as explained in the 
paragraphs that follow.  Figure 2A below shows this data. 

FIGURE 2A.  SEIR APPENDIX TRAFFIC COUNT DATA FOR SR 49 AT LONE STAR ROAD. 

  

PRISM Engineering conducted a new traffic count at the study intersection of SR 49 and Lone Star Road and 
found that the northbound through movement of SR 49 during the noon peak hour had a volume of 752 vph.  
The Hidden Falls Regional Park traffic study had a Saturday peak (10-11 am) of 899.  The difference can most 
likely be attributed to the reduction in volumes on the highway due to the “Stay at Home” guidelines in place 
for the Covid-19 pandemic. The difference was small actually, resulting in about a 15% reduction in mainline SR 
49 through traffic, but with no significant difference to Lone Star Road volumes.  The PRISM Engineering turning 
movements to and from Lone Star Road at SR 49 were as follows: 

• NBR=30 vph comparing to 20 vph in the regular SEIR traffic study count. 
• NBL=32 vph comparing to 24 vph in the regular SEIR traffic study count.   
• The outbound traffic from Lone Star Road EBR was 16 vph compared to 40 vph in the SEIR count, and 

the EBL was 12 vph  compared to 3 vph in the regular SEIR count.  
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Note in Figure 2B below ( a close-up of Figure 2A), that on the bottom line of the table there is a row called PHF 
(Peak Hour Factor), and that there is a PHF for each of the 12 turning movements (the WB approach WBL=0.417, 
WBT=0.910, and WBR=0.625, and the overall average of all southbound volumes has a PHF of 0.910).   

FIGURE 2B. TRAFFIC COUNT DATA FROM SEIR APPENDIX, SHOWING PEAK HOUR FACTORS 

   

Also, note that on the far right the overall intersection average of all approaches for PHF was shown to be 0.928.  
In the SEIR only the 0.928 (or 0.93) was used for all approaches, even though this was not correct.  The same 
method was used for all study intersections in the traffic study, only using the overall intersection volume totals 
to calculate a PHF, which is not the proper use of the PHF.  In fact, there are significant differences in the 
calculated level of service.  The following figure (Figure 2C), is the SEIR capacity calculation for SR 49 at Lone Star 
Road, using a 0.93 PHF generically overall, resulting in 4.9 seconds of average delay, and 195.6 seconds of delay 
for the WB approach . This differs significantly from the result when using the actual PHFs as contained in the 
Appendix of the SEIR. 

FIGURE 2C.  SEIR INTERSECTION LOS ANALYSIS CALCULATION, SR 49 AT LONE STAR ROAD. 
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Peak Hour factors (PHF) used in SEIR were not what the count data indicated.  The SEIR used 0.93 PHF for all 
turning moves, even though the data shows WBL=0.417, WBT=0.910, and WBR=0.625. 

PRISM Engineering re-calculated these numbers to show the significant difference in results that takes place 
when the proper PHFs are used.  Figure 2D shows the revised HCM 2010 calculation using the same traffic 
volumes, but corrected PHF. 

FIGURE 2D. REVISED HCM 2010 LOS CALCULATION USING ACTUAL PHF BY TURN MOVE. 

 

 

The results now show that the EBL is actually at LOS F conditions, and not LOS D as shown in the SEIR.  Also, the 
WBL is shown to have 6 minutes (354 secs) of average delay and not the 3 minutes (196 secs) shown in the SEIR.  
Also, the overall intersection average went from 5.1 seconds of average delay to 12.5 seconds, more than double, 
and worsening the overall LOS from LOS A to LOS B.   

LOS is calculated with peak hour volumes.  However, traffic counts are taken with 15 minute intervals, to catch 
the highest impact.  The purpose of the PHF is to determine the impact of the busiest 15-minute period where 
traffic flows are significantly higher.  This is the standard method of calculating LOS, to incorporate an accurate 
PHF to best represent real traffic peaking conditions, and not to mask the real situation in an hourly average 
divided by four, by using a higher or default value of PHF. The Hidden Falls SEIR appendix for traffic counts shows 
that the PHF ranges in counts varies from 0.25 to 0.99, where the calculated LOS is worse with a lower PHF.  This 
could be the difference between LOS D and LOS F as was the case for the calculation in Figure 2D for the EBL 
movement.  In the SEIR, only a single value of PHF was used, an overall intersection average. This is not the 
industry standard to calculate LOS this way when adequate data is present, but was a decision of the analyst, as 
the software program allows for a specific PHF for each turning movement (12 total PHFs at a four way 
intersection).  The data in the appendix had the PHF details in the traffic counts, but the actual analysis using 
averages resulted in much better levels of service. 
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PRISM Engineering conducted a video traffic count of the intersection of SR 49 at Lone Star Road, and these 
counts (both ground level and aerial views) can be viewed at the PRISM Engineering website URL as follows: 

http://www.prism.engineering/placercountykors.html 

Scroll down to the video entitled: “Aerial View of Traffic Count at: S.R. 49 and Lone Star Road.” 

These videos show the traffic patterns, and also how difficult it is for vehicles on the side street Lone Star Road, 
to enter into the SR 49 flow of traffic, or to even cross the road.   
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FINDING #4: CRITICAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS WERE NOT INCLUDED IN REPORT  

Four critical severe injury broadside and head-on traffic accidents at the SR 49 / Lone Star intersection were not 
included or discussed in the report, even though it is one of the study intersections.  This omission is critical, 
because it misses the very serious nature of the danger that currently exists at the SR 49 highway at this location.   

SR 49 has a five-lane cross section at the Lone Star Road intersection, and the speed limit on the highway is 65 
mph at Lone Star Road (65 mph speed limit from 0.3 miles north of Dry Creek Road all 
the way to Combie Road).  The average free-flow speed of motorists is around 60 mph 
(according to Google Maps which regular samples the speeds of vehicles).  However, 
the actual speed limit here is 65 mph.  Entering high speed traffic that has 65 mph 
freeway speeds, from a side street from a dead start, is difficult and dangerous during 
high peak time periods.  Six lanes of traffic must be negotiated, two left turn pockets 

on SR 49, and four high speed lanes of traffic for the through lanes on SR 49.  As stated previously, there have 
been four (4) serious injury accidents at this intersection in the last five recorded years (2013 to 2017)2, three 
broadside collisions, and one head-on collision. 

The high speed traffic mixed with low speed traffic crossing the path of high speed traffic has contributed to four 
broadside type accidents at this location.  Figure 3A shows how many accidents are taking place in the vicinity 
of the study area, north of Auburn, CA, for the past 5 years.  Figure 3B details the accidents which took place on 
SR 49 in Placer County, totaling 275 collisions (where 9 people were killed, and 386 people were injured).   

Several mitigations for the SR 49 Lone Star Road intersection were suggested in the SEIR traffic study, such as a 
modern roundabout, or a traffic signal installation, however, the funding is not available, and no assignment of 
mitigation was made for the project.  The language in the SEIR states that the traffic impacts from the Hidden 
Falls Regional Park expansion are significant but unavoidable at the SR 49 and Lone Star Road intersection.  This 
is not to say that the traffic safety impacts are unavoidable, because they are avoidable if proper mitigation is 
recommended to improve safety, rather than the focus only given to LOS changes at the intersection. Given the 
fact that there is an average of one significant accident every year at this intersection alone, this indicates that 
the situation is not safe and requires further mitigation before additional traffic is allowed to further exacerbate 
the safety deficiency. The accident history for this intersection was not identified or discussed in the SEIR traffic 
study.  Only the roadway segment of Lone Star Road was shown with one accident, but there was no discussion 
of the intersection accident history.   

 

2 https://tims.berkeley.edu 
 

 

Caption: Google Map Time for 
SR49 near Lone Star Rd 
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FIGURE 3A.  TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN PLACER COUNTY UNINCORPORATED AREAS 

 
Source: TIMS and SWITRS 
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FIGURE 3B.  TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS ON SR 49 FROM 2013 TO 2017 (275 ACCIDENTS IN 5 YEARS) 
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FINDING #5: LOCAL ROADWAYS HAVE SIGNIFICANT CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS 
TO TRAFFIC FLOWS (I.E. EVACUATION), AS WELL AS SIGNIFICANT 
HORIZONTAL CURVE CHALLENGES, SIGHT DISTANCE ISSUES.  

PRISM Engineering drove all roadways surrounding the Hidden Falls park including SR 49 between Lone Star and 
I-80, Bell Road, Joeger Road, Cramer Road, Lone Star Road, Atwood Road, Mount Vernon Road, Mears Drive, 
Mount Pleasant Road, Garden Bar Road, Big Hill Road, Country Club Lane, and Auburn Valley Road.  In total, 
about 40 miles of roadway were driven and documented with video using a roof-mounted camera system, one 
camera for each direction, to film roadway width variations, the actual condition of pavement (or lack thereof), 
traffic control devices installed such as signs and signals, pavement markings, and documenting horizontal and 
vertical sight distance constraints and roadway alignment in general.  Figure 4A shows some samples of the kind 
of information collected with the camera mounted drive through. 

FIGURE 4A.  VIDEO SURVEY. LOCAL ROADS SURROUNDING HIDDEN FALLS REGIONAL PARK 

  

A video was prepared for Bell Road and Lone Star Road (14 minutes).  It can be viewed in its entirety at the 
following website URL:  http://www.prism.engineering/placercountykors.html and scroll down to the video 
entitled: “Wildfire Evacuation Drive Through Analysis: Detailed Video Inventory, Commentary.”  The video shows 
the various roadway constraints that exist (widths, curves, sight distance, alignment, etc.), as well as where fire 
evacuation merges will take place.  An additional video was prepared to show the extreme constraints to traffic 
flows that take place at certain sharp turns, which pose unique challenges especially in situations where  pickup 
trucks towing large horse trailers or other large vehicles come into conflict with opposing traffic on a sharp curve.  
Figure 4B shows some samples of how pickup truck with horse trailer roadway constraints turned out in our 
survey, and the entire video can be seen at the following website URL: 

http://www.prism.engineering/placercountykors.html and scroll down to the video entitled: “Horse Trailer, 
Large Vehicles, and Narrow Road Alignment and Sight Distance Constraints.” 
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FIGURE 4B. HORSE TRAILERS ON NARROW ROADS WITH SHARP CORNERS. 

  
Lone Star Road at Lone Star Valley Road Sharp Corner Intersection. 

  
Cramer Road at Hill Crest Sharp Corner west of Oak Knoll Lane. 

This survey was conducted with very minimal traffic volumes, however, if there were a fire evacuation with stop 
and go traffic, the result could very likely be a traffic grid lock if a turn cannot be negotiated, and if traffic cannot 
back up to make room, etc. 
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FINDING #6:  CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC TOTALS USED IN SEIR STUDY ARE OK.  
 
The cumulative traffic growth assumptions used in the SEIR traffic study were reviewed in light of available 
Caltrans traffic count data.  The growth rate used in the SEIR was 2% traffic increase each year, for 20 years (a 
1.49 factor of growth overall).  The growth rate calculated by PRISM Engineering using the Caltrans data in Table 
6A below, was also 2% per year for SR 49 north of Bell Road (nearest to the Lone Star intersection with SR 49). 
Based on this alone, the assumptions in the SEIR for regional growth agree with long-term traffic growth trends.  
Figure 5A documents the Caltrans traffic counts on SR 49 in the vicinity of Bell Road and past Lone Star Road. 

FIGURE 5A. CALTRANS TRAFFIC DATA FOR SR 49 IN PLACER COUNTY, YEARS 2007 AND 2017. 

 

 
  

  

 
  

  
Percent increase 10-year growth, north of Bell Road  23% 22% 

Yearly growth rate, north of Bell Road  2% 2% 
 
The Caltrans traffic counts for SR 49 in Placer County just north of Bell Road shown in the above table indicate 
that the annual growth rate is approximately 2% per year.  For a 20 year period this calculates to a growth factor 
of 1.49 overall.  This matches the growth used in the SEIR traffic study as shown below in Figure 5B for 
intersection counts at the critical intersection of SR 49 at Lone Star Road, where the future cumulative volumes 
are consistently 1.49 times the existing volumes (see Table 5B below).  The growth rate of traffic on SR 49 is a 
reliable indicator of regional growth rates in the area, and multiplying the existing traffic counts by 1.49 to 
represent the future is consistent with Caltrans’ database of traffic count growth for the same facility. 
 

FIGURE 5B. CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC GROWTH CHECK. 
Existing Levels: Cumulative Levels: Existing Levels: Cumulative Levels: 
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N/A 

Source: Figure 10 and 11 from SEIR Traffic Study for Hidden Falls, and from Placer County Winery TIS 
 

From the Caltrans data in Figure 5B above, obtained from the Caltrans Data Portal3 a 10-year growth rate for 
traffic counts can be determined using traffic counts from the Year 2007 and 2017.   

 

FINDING #7:  CUMULATIVE IMPACTS FROM PROJECT NOT MITIGATED 

From the SEIR traffic study summary of cumulative impacts, the resulting language was the same for the SR 49 
intersections at Lone Star Road and Cramer Road: The Hidden Falls Regional Park expansion project would create 
a significant and unavoidable impact.  This conclusion that it was “unavoidable” was based on the fact that 
there are no current funding sources to install a roundabout or a traffic signal to mitigate the LOS F and LOS E 
unsatisfactory conditions, and that the project bears no direct responsibility for mitigation.  If no funding source 
is available, and a signal is not installed, because of the very real potential safety hazard at this intersection (since 
delays are already at the 6 minute level for side street Lone Star approaches, and serious injury broadside 
accidents are happening nearly every year at this intersection), the approval of the project should be denied 
until such safety problems are mitigated sufficiently, rather than exacerbate an already unsafe condition.   

The extreme delays for the existing condition are unacceptable and unsafe.  Accidents are happening. The 
cumulative traffic volumes are being projected to be 1.49 times higher in 20 years (factored for growth), and will 
make the side street delay for Lone Star Road extremely excessive, causing drivers to take more chances and 
perhaps make very unsafe entries into SR 49 traffic, crossing multiple lanes of traffic in the process.  It is 
estimated that traffic accidents will most likely double in frequency in the future if no mitigation is installed. 

Tables 13 and 19 in the SEIR traffic study are included here in Figure 5C, so that an easy comparison of existing 
plus project and cumulative plus project conditions for the two critical intersections on SR 49 can be made.  It 
can be seen that the change in LOS and delay from existing to cumulative is significant, going from 110.3 delay 
seconds overall, to nearly double that at 197.2.  The eastbound approach delay tripled in the future from 120 to 
greater than 300 seconds delay. This unacceptable condition was not mitigated due to lack of funding.  Building 
the Hidden Falls Park expansion should be conditioned upon installing two traffic signals to mitigate the LOS F 

 

3 https://data.ca.gov/dataset/annual-average-daily-traffic-volumes  
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traffic impacts of the Lone Star Road and Cramer Road intersections.  In the case of a wildfire, local residents 
would NOT be able to exit Lone Star Road or Cramer Road with any efficiency if a signal is not installed that could 
provide some priority access in the case of a fire, or at least eliminate the 6 plus minute delays projected for 
these locations. 

FIGURE 5C. EXISTING PROJECT IMPACTS COMPARED TO CUMULATIVE IMPACTS. 

 

 
Source: SEIR, Hidden Falls Regional Park TIS 
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FINDING # 8: HIDDEN FALLS PARK TRIP GENERATION RATE IS NON-STANDARD  

This task reviewed the potential amount of traffic that is expected from the Hidden Falls Regional Park expansion 
project.  The traffic study used trip generation rates developed specifically for the project, with no references to 
any national sources or averages.  These trip rates were based on a daily total of traffic factored down to a peak 
hour number, and the inbound and outbound split were derived from a sampling in the field.  This method was 
based on what is happening, in what appears to be only one survey, at the Mears entrance to the Hidden Falls 
Regional Park.   

A lot of assumptions were made to develop this trip generation rate, and it appears that it was done based on 
how many permits were issued, a daily hose count, and a turn percentage at the intersection of Mears Drive and 
Mount Vernon Road.  This may or may not be accurate since there is also residential traffic that uses this 
intersection that has nothing to do with the park, but may be mostly related to the traffic patterns of the 
numerous homes that also share Mears Drive, probably with a higher outbound percentage of traffic flow.  It 
appears that the trip generation rate, made from a single sourced set of assumptions, needs to be further 
clarified and enhanced with more data, to bring it to industry standards since there are similar uses in the United 
States.    

The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) publishes trip generation rates based on national averages for 
similar uses within many categories of land uses.  Their guidelines to develop a new or custom trip generation 
rate, which was done in the SEIR traffic study for Hidden Falls, is to take many different samples at different 
locations, and use averages.  Building a trip generation rate based on assumptions is not the industry standard. 

to determine how much of the project’s traffic is assumed to be operating during the peak hours.  The problem 
with that approach is that the project’s traffic is not expected to be even significant during the typical peak hours 
of the surround street system, so the analysis is not entirely helpful to properly determine the worst case impacts, 
and what hundreds of additional vehicles means to a road system that cannot currently adequately handle 
outgoing evacuation traffic without delays in excess of one hour.  During a fire situation, this is critical and 
potentially catastrophic to life if the fire happens to jump the road with cars stuck in a stop and go traffic jam.  
Figure 6A shows the trip generation for the project as shown in the SEIR. 
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FIGURE 6A.  TRIP GENERATION ASSUMPTIONS FOR PROJECT 

 

Figure 6A shows that the Saturday “peak” traffic (assumed to be 10am to 11am based on data in the SEIR 
appendix which states the Saturday peak hour is 10am-11am) is only expected to be a small fraction of the total 
parking lot capacity.  For example, at the proposed Twilight Ride parking lot with 140 spaces,  the peak hour 
assumption is that only 21 vehicles will arrive out of a possible of 140 spaces available.  This is only 15%.  Also, 
Table 9 shows that on a Saturday, the peak is assumed to be 21 cars in and 42 cars outbound.  Since this is at 10 
am, it does not make sense that most will be leaving when the day is beginning.  This needs to be explained or 
corrected, because it is non-intuitive and does not make sense with other “park” uses in the ITE Trip Generation 
Manual which show more trips coming inbound in the morning peak hour, and more trips going outbound in the 
evening peak hour at City Parks, County Parks, and State Parks.  They all have this pattern, but in the SEIR traffic 
study for Hidden Falls the direction of traffic during the morning peak hour is backwards based on numerous 
other trip generation rates for various kinds of parks.    
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FINDING #9: LOCAL STREETS UNDERPREPARED FOR EMERGENCY EVACUATION  

PLACER COUNTY IDENTIFIES WILDFIRE AS THE HIGHEST RISK/HAZARD IN THE AREA4 

Specific Roadway Capacity in an Emergency Evacuation.  When many drivers converge onto a street at the same 
time, such as would take place when emergency evacuation phone call instructions are sent to all residents in 
an area during a wildfire emergency, the roadway conditions are no longer typical.  Since wildfires are ranked as 
the highest priority of SIGNIFICANCE by Placer County, and since the possibility is also ranked as LIKELY, with the 
potential ranked as CATASTROPHIC, this roadway condition should be of the highest priority.  Much more 
important than making sure an intersection operates at LOS A conditions during the typical peak hour.  Since all 
intersections on the local roads are currently operating at LOS A conditions, this is not the best metric to be using 
to determine the need for safety in travel, especially in an emergency where evacuation is required and 
mandated.  The roadways and intersections much be designed to be compatible with a proper Traffic Control 
designed to move the maximum volume of traffic, and with the minimum of delays caused by stop and go 
conditions. 

When vehicles are forced to wait up to 15 seconds each at a stop sign controlled intersection, this severely limits 
the throughput of vehicles to about 240 vehicles per hour.  This is even less when trucks with horse trailers are 
factored in, since deceleration and acceleration are less efficient. Bell Road from Auburn Valley Road to Joeger 
Road is approximately 4.1 miles.  The speed limit is 35 mph from Lone Star Road to Hubbard Road, and then 
increases to 40 mph  from Hubbard Road to Joeger Road. If a vehicle travels at 35-40 mph this trip would 
normally take about 7 minutes. This is assuming there are very few vehicles on the road and speeds are 
uninhibited.  However, during an emergency evacuation the volume of traffic that hits the road increases 
dramatically, especially to Bell Road as the main alternative to SR 49.  This total can be well over 400 vehicles 
(assuming only ONE vehicle per residence leaves) and even much higher with the expansion of the Hidden Falls 
park and installing a large parking lot at the Twilight location (100 more cars, and 40 more trucks with horse 
trailers for 140 more vehicles in the mix, say, 550 vehicles at a minimum).   

How Long is this Line of Traffic?  A long line of traffic consisting of 550 vehicles approaching Bell Road, with each 
regular vehicle occupying 30 to 40 feet of roadway space in stop and go conditions, and trucks with horse trailers 
taking up 60 to 70 feet each… it can be assumed that an average of 50 feet of roadway space per vehicle is used, 
and that such a line of traffic trying to get out would exceed 27,500 feet in length, or about 5.2 miles.  Without 
the Twilight Ride parking lot vehicles (140), this would lower to about 400 vehicles, or 3.8 miles, which represents 
the existing condition and road length of Bell Road from Auburn Valley Road to Joeger Road. This length of traffic 
actually matches the observed descriptions from residents who live in Auburn Valley HOA and who said they 
traveled in stop and go conditions from Lone Star Road to Joeger Road and that it took 1.5 hours to make the 4 

 

4 https://www.placer.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/368/Annex-A-City-ofAuburn-PDF  
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mile trip.  This is an unacceptable and dangerous condition that the County has not planned for, and if additional 
vehicles are added due to Hidden Falls Park expansions, and more especially adding the Twilight Parking Lot, the 
situation becomes significantly worse compromising safety for evacuations.  Local residents are also having 
insurance companies cancel their insurance policies because of the high risk and the insurance company’s lack 
of motivation to write the policies.  The insurance companies are also aware of the previous evacuation situation 
that happened in 2009, and the County has not made any plan or mitigation of this situation. 

In the 2009 wildfire, traffic on SR 49 was closed south of Lone Star Road and north of Bell Road, a 4 mile section.  
This closure caused traffic from homes to the west of SR 49 to have to use Bell Road to escape the fire.  There 
are 140 residences in Auburn Valley HOA alone, and with Lone Star Road traffic feeding into Bell Road at the 
intersection with Auburn Valley Road, this has the potential to add 200 more vehicles even before Bell Road 
reaches Cramer Road, for a total of 340 vehicles at that point.  When Cramer Road traffic is added in, the volume 
increases approximately 200 more totaling more than 500 vehicles trying to enter the Joeger Road intersection 
going south form Bell Road. Joeger Road was also closed to SR 49, so all residences in the area feeding into 
Joeger Road were forced to go to Bell Road to continue south towards I-80 for evacuation.  The Joeger Road 
corridor has several hundred more homes and parcels that feed into it as seen in Figure 6A.  This parcel map 
information was obtained from Placer County’s online parcel map system5. 

PRISM Engineering built a computerized microsimulation traffic model (using SimTraffic) to simulate the all-way 
stop control at the Bell Road and Joeger Road intersection for the scenario of wildfire evacuation.  According to 
the Traffic Engineering science, only 240 cars and trucks per hour on southbound Bell road can actually pass 
through the intersection with Joeger Road.  The same is true for all other Joeger Road approaches as well, 
because of the stop and go delays.  These are shown in the microsimulation animated model of traffic flows in 
a video created by PRISM Engineering (see Figure 6B for sample output from this model).  A video showing the 
results of this model can be watched at: 

http://www.prism.engineering/placercountykors.html  

and scroll down to “SIMTRAFFIC MODEL: Bell Road at Joeger Road During Wildfire Evacuation.” 

This model had results that validate the anecdotal statements from local residents who actually experienced the 
3 mph stop and go conditions on Bell Road from Auburn Valley Road down to Joeger Road during the wildfire 
evacuation.  After the Joeger Road intersection chokepoint where three approaches converged to southbound 
Bell Road, the vehicle stop and go situation diminished, and the roadway speeds normalized to the regular speed 
limit as Bell Road approached SR 49, because the capacity of Bell Road is much higher south of Joeger Road near 
SR 49. 

FIGURE 6A. PLACER COUNTY PARCEL MAP, BETWEEN LONE STAR RD & JOEGER RD 

 

5  http://maps.placer.ca.gov/Html5viewer/Index.html?configBase=http://arcgis/Geocortex/Essentials/REST/sites/LIS_Public/viewers/LIS_Base-
Public/virtualdirectory/Resources/Config/Default  
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Upper Half of Parcel Map showing Auburn Valley Rd 

SOLUTIONS? 

In order to address this stop and go critical situation for evacuation conditions on Bell Road between Auburn 
Valley / Lone Star Road on the north and Joeger Road on the south, the intersection needs to be redesigned.   

Roundabout? A roundabout is a bad idea, because it would favor Joeger Road WB traffic only, and cause Bell 
Road SB and Joeger Road EB to be delayed indefinitely. 

Traffic Signal?  The volume of traffic at this intersection does not meet the standard warrants of minimum 
volumes to install a signal.  The cost of a traffic signal is also very high.  It would only offer better throughput, 
but would not add any additional lane capacity, which is needed the most.   
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FIGURE 6B. SIMTRAFFIC MICROSIMULATION MODEL, WILDFIRE EVACUATION AT BELL RD & 
JOEGER RD.  4 CARS / MIN THROUGHPUT, ONLY 240 VEHICLES PER HOUR, BUT DEMAND IS 400+ 

  
 

FIGURE 6C.  EMERGENCY TRAFFIC CONTROL CONCEPTS 

 

The microsimulation results using SimTraffic software indicate that only 240 cars per hour can get through the 
Joeger Road intersection during a wildfire evacuation scenario.  This was also verified independently from 
anecdotal observations of 3 mph stop and go conditions back in 2008 during the wildfire that closed SR 49 during 
the fire.  If only 240 cars per hour can get out, then mitigations and alternative solutions are needed to prevent 
this delay.  The last thing to do to this road is add two new parking lots for the park expansion that would hold 
nearly 300 vehicles, to add to the 400 demand that is already there.  This would make the total volume 700 
vehicles trying to get out in case of fire, and this would be nearly a doubling of traffic volume that was already a 
serious danger and problem.  Figure 6D has been prepared to show what the specific evacuation constraints are 
for Bell Road at Joeger Road during a wildfire evacuation and where SR 49 is closed. 
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FIGURE 6D. 2009 WILDFIRE EVACUATION FLOWS AND CONSTRAINTS 

 

Prepared by PRISM Engineering 
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FINDING #10: THERE IS A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE ACCESS TO THE HIDDEN FALLS 
REGIONAL PARK EXPANSION, TO AVOID IMPACTING BELL ROAD EVACUATION 
 
The County did not seek for project-related solutions to the safety and emergency evacuation problem that now 
exists in the County, a condition that has been identified by the County as the most significant and potentially 
catastrophic emergency situation in the County.  Solutions to lessening these fire evacuation impacts are 
imperative, and since viable alternatives to the proposed parking locations are possible, these should be planned 
and further explored.  A parking lot that creates dangerous impacts to wildfire evacuation procedures should be 
eliminated if possible. 
 
It is possible to adjust the plan for the Hidden Falls Regional Park expansion to avoid impacting Bell Road 
unnecessarily. It is possible to have an alternative access road from SR 49 north of Lone Star Road at Overhill 
Drive.  Figure 6E shows a potential alignment for this route connecting SR 49 to the Harvego Bear River Preserve 
lands, where additional parking can be installed, and this takes much of the impact way from Bell Road, which is 
already over-capacity for emergency evacuation, serving literally several hundreds of homes. 

FIGURE 6E.  ALTERNATIVE ACCESS TO HIDDEN FALLS REGIONAL PARK EXPANSION 

 

  
Parcel Maps and Dedicated Alignments are Possible 

 
There is already an offer of dedication for these parcels to make the new access road possible. 
 
The development of a more direct access road, as well as higher levels of parking to the north in the Harvego 
Bear River Preserve lands, would help to minimize the impacts to the local road system on Bell Road and Mt. 
Vernon Road, as well as Dog Bar Road.  It would take the impact of the project directly to SR 49, and a signal 
would most likely be warranted, mitigating the traffic impact with a single location for future parking spaces.   
 
The concept plans to expand parking at the locations as shown in the SEIR would be a significant and severe 
impact to traffic and local resident safety under an emergency wildfire evacuation order, especially to Bell Road.  
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The capacity of the local roads is already severely and dangerously limited for these scenarios, and has failed 
previously. The problem is already known and identified as potentially catastrophic in the Placer County risk 
management plans.  Significantly increasing the number of vehicles to the local roads, in light of an evacuation 
scenario is not acceptable.  There are other issues as well having to do with horizontal and vertical sight distance 
constraints, as well as narrow roads that restrict two-way traffic.  The sub-standard road widths in the area are 
numerous.  
 

FINDING #11: CURTOLA RANCH ROAD PARKING SPACES WILL SIGNIFICANTLY 
ADD TO THE WILDFIRE EVACUATION PROBLEM, AND IS A CEQA SAFETY 
IMPACT TO THE ENVIRONMENT. 

One of the proposed parking lots for the Hidden Falls expansion is located at the end of Curtola Ranch Road and 
across an earthen dam (not engineered for 
traffic, especially heavy traffic).  The earthen 
dam has only one lane and is shown in the 
figure to the left.  The dam is on the left edge 
of the large pond, connecting with Curtola 
Ranch Road on the south side of the pond.  If 
the engineering challenges were the only 
problem, this wouldn’t be so bad, but the 
very location of this proposed parking lot 
places any emergency evacuation pathway 
directly merging with Bell Road. 

The proposed parking lot at this location on 
the north side of the earthen dam is for 119 
regular spaces, 5 ADA, and 10 equestrian 
spaces.  

The location of this parking lot should be 
eliminated as an alternative, as if will create 
a dangerous impact to wildfire evacuation, 
which requires exiting to Bell Road only, 
which was severely over-capacity in the last 
wildfire, with over 1.5 hour delays.  By 
adding the proposed Twilight Ride and 
Curtola Ranch parking lot vehicles into the 
mix of an already failing condition, the 

impacts are potentially catastrophic to life itself, as the 1.5 hour unacceptable previous evacuation delays would 
most likely increase to 3 hours, and many motorists would not make it out in time with a fast spreading fire. 
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FINDING #12: TWILIGHT RIDE PROPOSED LEFT TURN POCKET IS DEFICIENT. 
 
The SEIR traffic study recommends that a left turn lane will be required at the Twilight Ride site.  The study 
further states that 75% of the Twilight Ride parking supply could be created before a left turn lane was needed.  
This may or may not be true, but based on Finding #8 on Trip Generation Issues, it is likely that the turn pocket 
would be needed much sooner since the assumptions for “need” were based on an assumed level of traffic going 
in and out of the parking lot area (which in our view are likely way underestimated, See Finding #8 for more 
detail). 
 
The SEIR study further states that “the Highway Design Manual states that the entry bay taper should be long 
enough to accommodate storage for a two-minute accumulation of turning cars, or a minimum of two vehicles. 
A full 40 mph design would have a bay taper and lane that totaled 365 feet. In addition to the lane itself, a 
transition area is needed at each end to create the lane. Depending on whether the lane is created by widening 
on one or both sides of centerline, these transitions are 320 or 160 feet long for 40 mph design.” 
 
Conclusion: a 365 left turn pocket plus a 320 foot long road-widening taper would be needed most likely on the 
east side for northbound traffic, for a total distance of about 700 feet back of the Twilight Ride parking lot 
entrance.  Our field survey of the location, as well as our video recorded drive through shows that there are 
significant horizontal and vertical sight distance constraints for northbound Bell Road traffic starting at 700 feet 
south of the proposed parking lot driveway.  It is our view that based on the trip generation probability that the 
left turn pocket would be needed on opening day.  The horizontal and vertical sight distance constraints for 
northbound Bell Road traffic related to the proposed left turn pocket are as follows: 
The roadway at this point is at the end of a horizontal curve to the right, then 350 feet later, the roadway meets 
a crest and the road ahead cannot be seen from before this point, so there is only 350 feet of stopping sight 
distance (for cars coming out of parking lot).  The crest on Bell Road at that midpoint of the left turn pocket and 
taper is also on a horizontal curve to the left, so that a driver can not completely see ahead because of trees and 
bush obstructions to sight on the left or west side of the road before the driveway location.  These obstructions 
do not disappear until a vehicle is only 250 away from the driveway.  Previous Finding #2 stated that A truck with 
trailer going 40 mph on a flat road needs 500 feet.  This would mean that there is not sufficient stopping sight 
distance available at this location, and it is a poor location to install a parking lot given the vertical and horizontal 
sight distance constraints (not within AASHTO Green Book standards or Caltrans Highway Design Manual 
standards for stopping sight distance), or even within roadway grade constraints which were not even added in 
here. If grade is also considered for the minimum 6% grade that exists in the southbound direction of Bell Road 
approaching this proposed driveway, once again stopping sight distance becomes an issue for trucks with trailers.  
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Transportation Officials ("AASHTO") Green Book, Complete Streets, Caltrans Design Manual, and other FHWA 
documents.  In addition, he is very familiar with various professional software programs being used in the traffic 
engineering and transportation planning profession, including, Synchro, SimTraffic, AutoCAD, TransCAD, and 
Highway Capacity Manual ("HCM"), many of which were used in this traffic study review.  

He is also very familiar with official Traffic Collision Reports, and the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System 
("SWITRS") accident reports.  

http://www.prism.engineering/experience.html  
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APPENDIX 

Key output calculation sheets and data summaries from SEIR Traffic Study. 
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Traffic Counts from Winery TIS for Saturday and Weekday: 
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WINERY Traffic Study Hidden Falls SEIR 

  

Note how these volumes are exactly the same for Cramer Rd/ SR 49.  However, weekday numbers in the Winery 
TIS said it was for Thursday, and the HF SEIR said it was for a Friday.   

 

 


